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Introduction
Diagnostic errors pose a significant threat to patient safety, resulting in substantial preventable morbidity
and mortality and excess healthcare costs.1 Diagnostic errors are also among the most frequent reasons for
medical malpractice claims.2 In 2015, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
(NASEM) highlighted the scope and significance of diagnostic safety in its report Improving Diagnosis
in Health Care.3 Among NASEM’s recommendations is a call for accrediting bodies to require healthcare
organizations (HCOs) to “monitor the diagnostic process and identify, learn from, and reduce diagnostic
errors and near misses in a timely fashion.”3
Measurement of diagnostic performance is necessary for any
systematic effort to improve diagnostic quality and safety. While
numerous healthcare performance measures exist (the National
Quality Forum [NQF] currently endorses hundreds of measures),4,5
none is being used routinely to assess and address diagnostic errors.
Only a few U.S. healthcare organizations have explored
measurement of diagnostic safety, and the development of
diagnostic safety measures remains in its infancy.6 However,
diagnostic errors are increasingly prominent in the national
conversation on patient safety.

Although a coordinated
national strategy to measure
diagnostic safety remains
an aspirational goal, recent
research has yielded practical
guidance for HCOs to start
using measurement to enhance
diagnostic safety.

Several stakeholders have recently launched initiatives and research projects to advance development and
implementation of diagnostic safety measurement.7-11 These stakeholders include the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality, the NQF, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, the Society to Improve
Diagnosis in Medicine, and philanthropic foundations such as the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation. It
is thus reasonable to expect that HCOs will face increasing expectations to measure and improve diagnostic
safety as part of their quality and safety programs.
In parallel with calls for improving diagnostic safety is a growing emphasis on the concept of a learning
health system (LHS). LHSs can be conceptualized at various levels, including the care team level, the HCO
level, the external level (e.g., State or national), or within a specific improvement initiative or collaborative.
In LHSs, leaders are committed to improvement, outcomes are systematically gathered, variation in care
within the system is systematically analyzed to inform and improve care, and a continuous feedback cycle
facilitates quality improvement based on evidence.12
Rigorous measurement of quality and safety should be an essential component of an LHS.13,14 Further,
measurement is only valuable to the extent that it is actionable and leads to improved care delivery and
outcomes.15 New and emerging measures of diagnostic safety should therefore be evaluated not only in
terms of their validity but also their potential to inform pragmatic strategies to improve diagnosis.16 At
present, most of the tools and strategies that organizations use to detect patient safety concerns cannot
always specifically detect diagnostic error, and even when these errors are uncovered, analysis and learning
are limited.17
Although a coordinated national strategy to measure diagnostic safety remains an aspirational goal, recent
research has yielded practical guidance for HCOs to start using measurement to enhance diagnostic safety.
Measurement strategies validated in research settings are approaching readiness for implementation in an
operational context. Equipped with this knowledge, HCOs have an opportunity to develop and implement
strategies to learn from diagnostic safety events within their own walls.
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In this Issue Brief, we discuss the state of the science of operational measurement of diagnostic safety,
informed by recent peer-reviewed scientific publications, innovations in real-world healthcare settings, and
initiatives to spur further development of diagnostic safety measures. Our aim is to provide knowledge and
recommendations to encourage HCOs to begin to identify and learn from diagnostic errors.

Special Considerations for Measurement of Diagnostic
Safety
Defining Diagnostic Errors and Diagnostic Performance

Measurement begins with a definition. The recent NASEM report defines diagnostic error as the
“failure to establish an accurate and timely explanation of the patient’s health problem(s) or
communicate that explanation to the patient.”3 This definition provides three key concepts that need
to be operationalized, namely:
1. Accurately identifying the explanation (or diagnosis) of the patient’s problem,
2. Providing this explanation in a timely manner, and
3. Effectively communicating the explanation.
Whereas these criteria are clear-cut in some cases (e.g., a patient diagnosed with bronchitis who is having a
pulmonary embolus), they are more ambiguous in others, lacking consensus even among experienced
clinicians.18,19 Uncertainty in the diagnostic process is ubiquitous and accuracy is often poorly defined, with
no widely accepted standards for how long a diagnosis should take for most conditions. Furthermore,
patient presentations often evolve over time, and sometimes the best approach is to defer diagnosis or
testing to a later time, or to not make a definitive diagnosis until more information is available or if
symptoms persist or evolve.20
Diagnostic performance can be defined not only by accuracy and timeliness but also by efficiency (e.g.,
minimizing resource expenditure and limiting the patient’s exposure to risk).21 Measurement of diagnostic
performance should hence consider the broader context of value-based care, including quality, risks, and
costs, rather than focus simply on achieving the correct diagnosis in the shortest time.16,22

Understanding the Multifactorial Context of Diagnostic Safety
Diagnostic errors are best conceptualized as events that may be distributed over time and place and shaped
by multiple contextual factors and complex dynamics involving system-related, patient-related, team-related,
and individual cognitive factors. Availability of clinical data that provide a longitudinal picture across care
settings is essential to understanding a patient’s diagnostic journey.
A multidisciplinary framework, the Safer Dx framework14 (Figure 1), has been proposed to help advance
the measurement of diagnostic errors. The framework follows the Donabedian Structure-Process-Outcome
model,23 which approaches quality improvement in three domains:
1. Structure (characteristics of care providers, their tools and resources, and the physical/organizational
setting);
2. Process (both interpersonal and technical aspects of activities that constitute healthcare); and
3. Outcome (change in the patient’s health status or behavior).
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The recent NASEM report adapted concepts from the Safer Dx framework and other sources to generate a
similar framework that emphasizes system-level learning and improvement.3
Measurement must account for all aspects of the diagnostic process as well as the distributed nature of
diagnosis, i.e., evolving over time and not limited to what happens during a single clinician-patient visit. The
five interactive process dimensions of diagnosis include:
1. Patient-clinician encounter (history, physical examination, ordering of tests/referrals based on
assessment);
2. Performance and interpretation of diagnostic tests;
3. Followup and tracking of diagnostic information over time;
4. Subspecialty and referral-specific factors; and
5. Patient-related factors.24
Diagnostic performance is the outcome of these processes within a complex, adaptive sociotechnical
system.25,26 Safe diagnosis (as opposed to missed, delayed, or wrong) is an intermediate outcome
compared with more distal patient and healthcare delivery outcomes.
Figure 1. Safer Dx Framework
Sociotechnical Work System*
Changes in policy and practice
to reduce preventable harm
from missed, delayed, wrong,
or over diagnosis

Diagnostic Process
Dimensions
Patientprovider
encounter
& initial
diagnostic
assessment

Diagnostic test
performance &
interpretation

Patient
Followup and
tracking of
diagnostic
information

Subspecialty
consultation/
referral issues

Measurement
of diagnostic
errors
• Reliable
• Valid
• Retrospective
• Prospective

• Collective
mindfulness
• Organizational
learning
• Improved
calibration
• Better
measurement
tools and
definitions

Improved
value of
healthcare
Safer
Diagnosis
Improved
patient
outcomes

Feedback for improvement

Source: Singh H, Sittig DF. Advancing the science of measurement of diagnostic errors in healthcare: the Safer Dx framework. BMJ
Qual Saf 2015;24(2):103-10. doi: 10.1136/bmjqs-2014-003675.
* The sociotechnical work system includes eight technological and nontechnological dimensions, as well as external factors
affecting diagnostic performance and measurement, such as payment systems, legal factors, national quality measurement initiatives,
accreditation, and other policy and regulatory requirements.
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The Safer Dx framework is interactive and acts as a continuous feedback loop. It includes the complex
adaptive sociotechnical work system in which diagnosis takes place (structure), the process dimensions in
which diagnoses evolve beyond the doctor’s visit (process), and resulting outcomes of “safe diagnosis” (i.e.,
correct and timely), as well as patient and healthcare outcomes (outcomes). Valid and reliable measurement
of diagnostic errors results in collective mindfulness, organizational learning, improved collaboration, and
better measurement tools and definitions. In turn, these proximal outcomes enable overall safer diagnosis,
which contributes to both improved patient outcomes and value of healthcare. The knowledge created by
measurement will also lead to changes in policy and practice to reduce diagnostic errors as well as feedback
for improvement.
Understanding these special considerations for measurement is essential to avoid confusion with other
care processes (e.g., screening, prevention, management, or treatment). It also keeps diagnostic safety
as a concept distinct from other common concerns such as communication breakdowns, readmissions,
and care transitions, which may be either contributors or outcomes related to diagnostic errors. The Safer
Dx framework underscores that diagnostic errors can emerge across multiple episodes of care and that
corresponding clinical data across the care continuum are essential to inform measurement. However, in
reality these data are not always available.
Providers and HCOs, often unaware of their patients’ ultimate diagnosis-related outcomes, could
benefit from measurement of diagnostic performance, which can then contribute to better system-level
understanding of the problem and enable improvement through feedback and learning.27-29 Developing and
implementing measurement methods that focus on what matters is consistent with LHS approaches.30 In
the absence of robust and accurate measures for diagnostic safety or any current external accountability
metric, HCOs should focus on implementing measurement strategies that can lead to actionable data for
improvement efforts.31

Choosing Data Sources for Measurement
Measurement must account for real-world clinical practice, taking into consideration not only the individual
clinician’s decision making and reasoning but also the influence of systems, team members, and patients
on the diagnostic process. As a first step, safety professionals need access to both reliable and valid data
sources, ideally across the longitudinal continuum of patient
care, as well as pragmatic tools to help measure and address
Measurement must account
diagnostic error.
for real-world clinical practice,
taking into consideration not
Many methods have been suggested to study diagnostic errors.32
only the individual clinician’s
While most of them have been evaluated in research settings, few
decision making and reasoning
HCOs take a systematic approach to measure or monitor diagnostic
error in routine clinical care.33 However, with appropriate tools and
but also the influence of
guidance, all HCOs should be able to adopt systematic approaches
systems, team members, and
to measure and learn about diagnostic safety.
patients on the diagnostic
process.
Not all methods to measure diagnostic performance are feasible to
implement given limited time and resources. For instance, direct
video observations of encounters between clinicians and patients would be excellent, but these are
expensive and difficult to sustain on the scale needed for systemwide change.34 In contrast, a more viable
alternative for most HCOs is to leverage existing data sources, such as large electronic health record
(EHR) data repositories.
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EHRs can be useful for measuring both discrete (and perhaps relatively uncommon) events and risks that
are systematic, recurrent, or outside clinicians’ awareness. For example, HCOs with the resources to query
or mine electronic data repositories have options for both retrospective and prospective measurements of
diagnostic safety.35
Even in the absence of standardized methods for measuring diagnostic error, HCOs should measure, learn
from, and intervene to address threats to diagnostic safety by following basic measurement principles. For
instance, the recently released Salzburg Statement on Moving Measurement Into Action was published
through a collaboration between the Salzburg Global Seminar and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement.
The statement recognizes the absence of standard and effective safety measures and provides eight broad
principles for patient safety measurement. These principles act as “a call to action for all stakeholders in
reducing harm, including policymakers, managers and senior leaders, researchers, health care professionals,
and patients, families, and communities.”36
In the same spirit, we propose several general assumptions that should guide and facilitate institutional
practices for measurement of diagnostic safety and lead to actionable intelligence that identifies
opportunities for improvement:
■ The underlying motivation for measurement is to learn from errors and improve clinical operations, as
opposed to merely responding to external incentives or disincentives.
■ Efforts should focus on conditions that have been shown to be relatively common in being missed,
which leads to patient harm.
■ Measurement should not be used punitively to identify provider failures but rather should be used to
uncover system-level problems.37 Information should be used to inform system fixes and related
organizational processes and procedures that constitute the sociotechnical context of diagnostic safety.
■ Use of a single method to identify diagnostic error, such as manual chart reviews or voluntary
reporting, will have limited effectiveness.38,39 For ongoing, widespread monitoring at an organizational
level, a combination of methods will have higher yield.
■ Hindsight bias, i.e., when knowledge of the outcome significantly affects perception of past events, is
inherent in most analysis and will need to be minimized by focusing on how missed opportunities can
become learning opportunities.
With this general guidance in mind, we recommend that HCOs begin to monitor diagnostic safety using the
most robust data sources currently available. Table 1 describes various data sources and strategies that could
enable measurement of diagnostic error, along with their respective strengths and limitations. The following
sections describe these data sources and strategies and the evidence to support their use for measurement of
diagnostic safety.
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Table 1. Data Sources and Related Strategies for Measurement of Diagnostic Safety
Data Source

What Can Be
Learned

Approaches to
Operationalizing
Data Collection

Approaches to
Operationalizing
Data Synthesis

Strengths

Limitations

Examples

Awareness of the
impact and harm
of diagnostic safety
events
Emerging patterns
that may suggest
high-risk situations

Peer review
Morbidity and
mortality conferences
Adverse event or
incident reports
Risk management
sources
Malpractice claims
Autopsy

Content analysis of
related sources of
clinical data
Record reviews

High level of detail
Focus on events
with clear potential
for harm

Captured events
that are not
representative
Unknown scope
and frequency of
errors

Meeks, et al.,
201442
Cifra, et al.,
2015113
Gupta, et al.,
2017114
Shojania, et al.,
2003115

Solicited clinician
reports

Understanding
of system-related
and cognitive
factors that affect
diagnostic safety

Web-based,
telephone-based,
written, and inperson mechanisms
to report suspected
safety breakdowns
Followup interviews
with clinicians

Content analysis
Record reviews
Real-time assessment
or intervention*

May capture
safety breakdowns
undetected by
algorithmic
methods, including
“near-miss” and
low-harm events
Can capture events
in real time
Needs engaged
clinicians and
institutional support
for maintenance

Captured events
that are not
representative
Underestimates of
frequency of safety
events

Okafor, et al.,
201552

Solicited patient
reports

Understanding
of system-related,
patient-related, and
communication
factors that affect
diagnostic safety

Surveys
Interviews
Followup of
patient complaints
to institutions,
licensing boards,
and accrediting
organizations
Real-time reporting
(e.g., inpatient
hotline)

Content analysis
Record review
Real-time assessment
or intervention*

May capture
safety breakdowns
undetected by
algorithmic
methods or manual
chart review
Can capture events
in real time

Lack of validated
measurement
strategies
Captured events
that may not be
representative
Underestimates of
frequency of safety
events

Walton, et al.,
2017116
Fowler, et al.,
2008117
Giardina, et al.,
201861
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Routinely recorded
quality and safety
events
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Note: Approaches marked with an asterisk (*) have potential for future application but are not currently developed for real-time surveillance.

Validity for case
finding unknown
Limited to data
systems with large
repositories of data
that can be queried
Dedicated
monitoring
resources needed
for real-time
application

None known

Can capture data
that may be missed
by administrative
data-based
screening
May enhance
efficiency of record
review

Record review
Real-time assessment
or intervention*

Application of
algorithms to clinical
documentation or
other unstructured
EHR data to search
for language
indicating possible
safety concerns

Detection of
possible diagnostic
safety events
(retrospectively or
in real time) based
on machine-learning
algorithms

Advanced data
science methods,
including natural
language
processing of EHR
data*

Bhise, et al.,
201770
Murphy, et al.,
201478
Singh, et al.,
201219
Inefficient (more
efficient with
selected high-risk
cohorts or use of
e-triggers)
Variable quality
of clinical
documentation
Limited to data
systems with large
repositories of data
that can be queried
Dedicated
monitoring
resources needed
for real-time
application

High level of detail
regarding the
course of clinical
care
Acceptable
agreement for case
finding by trained
reviewers
Intervention and
investigation with
minimal recall bias
possible due to
detection of safety
concerns in real
time

Record review (e.g.,
using structured
review tool such
as the Safer Dx
instrument)
Real-time assessment
or intervention*

Manual review by
one or more trained
raters
Selection of highrisk cohorts (such as
patients with cancer
or epidural abscess)
Use of electronic
triggers to flag charts
for manual review

Detection of
diagnostic safety
events within a
sample of screened
or randomly
selected records
Insight into
vulnerable structures
and processes

Medical records
(random, selective,
and e-trigger
enhanced)

Liberman,
Newman-Toker,
201864
Mahajan, et al.,
202066

Validity for
case finding not
established
Variable data
quality
Lack of detailed
and contextual
clinical data in
administrative
datasets

Data that are
routinely collected
and widely
accessible

Examples

Statistical analysis

Limitations

ICD-based
indicators applied
to administrative
datasets to select
cohorts for further
review (ICD =
International
Classification of
Diseases)

Detection of
diagnostic safetyrelated patterns
and events within a
cohort defined by
high-risk indicators

Strengths

Approaches to
Operationalizing
Data Synthesis

Approaches to
Operationalizing
Data Collection

Administrative
billing data

Data Source

What Can Be
Learned

Learning From Known Incidents and Reports
No single data source will capture the full range of diagnostic safety concerns. Valuable information can be
gleaned from even limited data sources so long as those who use the data remain mindful of its limitations
for a given purpose.40 For instance, many routinely recorded discrete events lend themselves to retrospective
analysis of diagnostic safety. Most healthcare organizations have incident reporting systems, although
reporting has included few diagnostic events.41
There is also an opportunity to leverage peer review programs to improve diagnostic self-assessment,
feedback, and improvement.42 Similarly, autopsy reports,43 diagnostic discrepancies at admission versus
discharge,44,45 escalations of care,46,47 and malpractice claims48-51 may be reviewed with special attention to
opportunities to improve diagnosis. These data sources may not shed light on the frequency or scope of a
problem, but they can help raise awareness of the impact and harm of diagnostic errors and, in some cases,
specific opportunities for improvement.
Voluntary reports solicited specifically from clinicians who make diagnoses are another potentially useful
source of data on diagnostic safety. For example, reports from clinicians who have witnessed diagnostic
error have the advantage of rich detail that, at least in some cases, may offer insight into ways to prevent
or mitigate future errors. However, no standardized mechanisms exist to report diagnostic errors. Despite
widespread efforts to enable providers to report errors,17,52 clinicians find reporting tools onerous and are
often unaware of errors they make.53
It has also become clear that a local champion and quality improvement team support are needed to sustain
reporting behavior. At present, few facilities or organizations allocate “protected time” that is essential for
clinicians to report, analyze, and learn from safety events. Some of these challenges could be overcome by
having frontline clinicians report events briefly and allowing organizational safety teams (which include
other clinicians) to analyze them. Still, voluntary reporting alone cannot address the multitude of complex
diagnostic safety concerns, and reporting can only be one aspect of a comprehensive measurement strategy.54
Patients are often underexplored sources of information, and many organizations already conduct patient
surveys, interviews, and reviews of patient complaints to learn about safety risks.55-58 Prior work in other
areas of patient safety (e.g., medication errors, infection control) has examined the potential of engaging
patients proactively to monitor safety risks and problems.59,60 With subsequent development, similar
mechanisms could be used to monitor diagnosis-related issues.
One limitation of current patient reporting systems is the lack of validated patient-reported questions or
methods to detect diagnostic safety concerns. Barriers to patient engagement in safety initiatives, including
low health literacy, lack of wider acceptance of safety monitoring as part of the patient role, provider
expectations and attitudes, and communication differences, will also need to be addressed to make the most
of such efforts.59,61,62 Real-time adverse event and “near-miss” reporting systems, akin to those intended for
use by clinicians, are another potential mechanism to collect patient-reported data on diagnostic safety.63

Learning From Existing Large Datasets
Whereas direct reports from patients and clinicians may offer unique insights, HCOs may also be ready
to use large datasets to uncover trends in diagnostic performance and events that are not otherwise easily
identified. Administrative and billing data are widely available in most modern HCOs and have been
proposed as one source of data for detecting missed opportunities for accurate and timely diagnosis.64-66
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For example, diagnosis codes assigned at successive clinical encounters may be used as a proxy for the
evolution of a clinical diagnosis; if significant discrepancies are found, it may lead to a search for reasons.44
Using symptom-disease-based dyads, such as abdominal pain followed by appendicitis a few days later or
dizziness followed by stroke, are examples of this approach.66,67
This strategy may be intuitive to patient safety leaders because several other safety measurement methods
are also based on diagnosis codes extracted from administrative datasets (e.g., patient safety indicators).68,69
However, unlike specific safety events that can be coded with good sensitivity (e.g., retention of foreign
objects during procedures), administrative data are not sufficiently sensitive to detect diagnostic errors.
Moreover, administrative data lack relevant clinical details about diagnostic processes that can be improved.
Administrative data sources are mainly useful insofar as they can be used to identify patterns or specific
cohorts of patients to further review for presence of diagnostic error, based on diagnosis or other relevant
characteristics that may be considered risk factors or of special interest for diagnostic safety improvement.
Medical records can be a rich source of data, as they contain clinical details and reflect the patient’s
longitudinal care journey. Although medical record reviews are considered valuable and sometimes even
gold standard for detecting diagnostic errors, it is often not clear which records to review. Reviewing records
at random can be burdensome and resource intensive. However, more selective methods can identify a highyield subset (e.g., reviewing records of patients diagnosed with specific clinical conditions at high risk of
being missed, such as colorectal cancer or spinal epidural abscess).70,71 Such selective methods can be more
efficient compared with voluntary reporting or nonselective or random manual review.
Another way to select records is through the “trigger” approach, which aims to “alert patient safety
personnel to possible adverse events so they can review the medical record to determine if an actual or
potential adverse event has occurred.”72-75 EHRs and clinical data warehouses make it possible to identify
signals suggestive of missed diagnosis prior to detailed reviews. HCOs can search EHRs on a scale that
would be untenable using manual or random search methods using electronic algorithms, or “e-triggers,”
which mine vast amounts of clinical and administrative data to identify these signals.74,76,77
For example, algorithms could identify patients with a certain type of abnormal test result (denominator) and
identify which results have still not been acted upon after a certain length of time (numerator).78 This type
of algorithm is possible because the data about an abnormal result (e.g., abnormal hemoglobin value and
microcytic anemia) and the followup action needed (e.g., colonoscopy for the 65-year-old) are (or should be)
coded in the EHR. Similarly, certain patterns, such as unexpected hospitalizations after a primary care visit,
can be identified more accurately if corresponding clinical data are available.19
To enhance the yield of record reviews, e-triggers can be developed to alert personnel to potential patient
safety events and enable targeted review of high-risk patients.35 The Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s
Global Trigger Tools,79 which include both manual and electronic trigger tools to detect inpatient events,80-82
are widely used but were not specifically designed to detect diagnostic errors. More targeted e-triggers for
diagnostic safety measurement and monitoring can be developed and integrated within existing patient
safety surveillance systems in the future and may enhance the yield of record reviews.46,83-86 Other examples
of possible e-triggers that are either in development or approaching wider testing and implementation are
described in Table 2.
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Table 2. Examples of Potential Safer Dx e-Triggers Mapped to Diagnostic Process
Dimensions of the Safer Dx Framework14 (adapted from Murphy DR, et al.35)
Safer Dx Diagnostic Process
Patient-provider encounter

Safer Dx Trigger Example

Potential Diagnostic Error

Emergency department or primary
care visit followed by unplanned
hospitalization

Missed red flag findings or incorrect
diagnosis during initial office visit

ED/PC visit within 72 hours after ED
or hospital discharge

Missed red flag findings during initial
ED/PC or hospital visit

Unexpected transfer from hospital
general floor to ICU within 24 hours
of ED admission

Missed red flag findings during
admission

Performance and interpretation of
diagnostic tests

Amended imaging report

Missed findings on initial read or
lack of communication of amended
findings

Followup and tracking of diagnostic
information

Abnormal test result with no timely
followup action

Abnormal test result missed

Referral-related factors

Urgent specialty referral followed by
discontinued referral within 7 days

Delay in diagnosis from lack of
specialty expertise

Patient-related factors

Poor rating on patient experience
scores post ED/PC visit

Patient report of communication
barriers related to missed diagnosis

Both selective and e-trigger enhanced reviews are advantageous because they can allow development of
potential measures for wider testing and adoption. For instance, measures of diagnostic test result followup
may focus specifically on abnormal test results that are suggestive of serious or time-sensitive diagnoses,
such as cancer.87 Examples of diagnostic safety measures could include the proportion of documented “redflag” symptoms or test results that receive timely followup, or the proportion of patients with cancer newly
diagnosed within 60 days of first presentation of known red flags.16 Depending on an HCO’s priorities,
safety leaders could consider additional development, testing, and potential implementation of measure
concepts proposed by NQF and other researchers.8,16,88
Other mechanisms for mining clinical data repositories, such as natural language processing (NLP)
algorithms,89 are too early in development but may be a useful complement to future e-triggers for detection
of diagnostic safety events. Whereas e-triggers leverage structured data to identify possible safety concerns,
a substantial proportion of data in EHRs is unstructured and therefore inaccessible to e-triggers. NLP and
machine-learning techniques could help analyze and interpret large volumes of unstructured textual data,
such as those in clinical narratives and free-text fields, and reduce the burden of medical record reviews by
selecting records with potentially highest yield. While research has examined the predictive validity of NLP
algorithms for detection of safety incidents and adverse events,90-92 to date this methodology has not been
applied to or validated for measurement of diagnostic safety.
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Synthesizing Data and Enhancing Confidence in Measurement
Determining the presence of diagnostic error is complex and requires additional evaluation for missed
opportunities.93 A binary classification (e.g., error or no error) may be insufficient for cases involving greater
uncertainty, which call for more graded assessment approaches reflecting varying degrees of confidence in
the determination of error.20,94
Depending on the measurement method, a thorough content review may be sufficient to identify missed
opportunities for diagnosis, contributing factors, and harm or impact. However, systematic approaches
to surveillance and measurement of diagnostic safety often warrant the use of structured data collection
instruments95,96 that assess diagnostic errors using objective criteria, as well as taxonomies to classify process
breakdowns. For example, the Revised Safer Dx Instrument97 is a validated tool that can be used to do an
initial screen for presence or absence of diagnostic error in a case. It helps users identify potential diagnostic
errors in a standardized way for further analysis and safety improvement efforts.
Structured assessment instruments can also be used to provide clinicians with data for feedback and
reflection that they otherwise may not receive.98 Furthermore, process breakdowns can be analyzed using
approaches such as the Diagnostic Error Evaluation and Research taxonomy99 or the Safer Dx Process
breakdown taxonomy,97 both of which help to identify where in the diagnostic process a problem occurred.
Other factors related to diagnostic error, such as the presence of patient harm (e.g., clear evidence of harm
versus “near-misses”), preventability, and actionability, may also be important to define in advance so that
the selected measurement strategy aligns with the learning and improvement goals. Nevertheless, the science
of understanding the complex mix of cognitive and sociotechnical contributory factors and implementing
effective solutions based on these data still needs additional development.100-102

Getting Ready for Measurement: Overcoming Barriers
and Taking Next Steps
HCOs are resource constrained, and efforts to measure quality and safety of healthcare are anchored
foremost to the measures specifically required by accrediting agencies and payers. Currently, measures of
diagnostic performance and safety are not among these required measures, and the burden of additional data
collection is a daunting prospect for HCOs that already struggle to meet existing requirements. Furthermore,
we need national consensus regarding what aspects of diagnostic safety can be measured pragmatically in
real-world care settings.
The current lack of incentives and models to measure diagnostic
safety can make it difficult to get started even in the best case
scenario when leadership support and resources are available to
support improvement efforts focused on diagnosis. Nevertheless,
as the burden of diagnostic errors is increasingly recognized and
as measurement strategies become better defined, diagnostic
safety will no longer remain sidelined in the landscape of
healthcare quality and safety.

Despite the additional
burden that measurement for
improvement would entail,
the benefit of these activities
for improving patient safety
and stimulating learning and
feedback could outweigh
concerns.

Despite the additional burden that measurement for improvement
would entail, the benefit of these activities for improving patient
safety and stimulating learning and feedback could outweigh concerns. In fact, some HCOs have already
started on their journeys, including one that has pursued measurement on multiple fronts103 and another that
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aims to pursue measurement as part of becoming a “Learning and
Exploration of Diagnostic Excellence (LEDE)” organization.33 Now
is the time for other HCOs to use the data already available to them
to begin to detect, understand, and learn from diagnostic errors.
While diagnostic errors occur across the spectrum of medical
practice, measurement should be strategic and focused on areas with
strong potential for learning and impact. As with other aspects of
patient safety measurement, goals should include:

While diagnostic errors occur
across the spectrum of medical
practice, measurement should
be strategic and focused on
areas with strong potential for
learning and impact.

■ Creating learning opportunities from past events with both potential and real harm,
■ Ensuring reliability in diagnostic safety,
■ Anticipating and preparing for problems related to diagnosis, and
■ Integrating and learning from the knowledge generated.13
Absent a specific local or institutional need or mandate calling for a specific measurement target, we
recommend that HCOs new to measurement of diagnostic safety focus initial measurement efforts on a
limited set of realistic measures that map to one or a few specific diagnoses or care processes. Measurement
targets may be in line with:
■ Published literature (e.g., research showing a high rate of missed test results),
■ Priorities identified in national initiatives (e.g., timely diagnosis of cancer), or
■ Local needs identified by quality and safety committees (e.g., focusing on specific symptoms such as
abdominal pain104 or specific diseases such as spinal epidural abscess).70
Once a target is identified, HCOs should use measurement strategies that balance validity (i.e., for
case finding) with yield. Figure 2 visualizes the implementation readiness of several diagnostic safety
measurement strategies discussed in this brief. For example, e-trigger enhanced structured chart review
appears suitable for operational measurement with additional development. Systems without EHR
capabilities can use other data sources (e.g., selective reviews, event reports) to begin measurement as soon
as possible, rather than wait for the information technology infrastructure needed to implement EHR-based
algorithms. The strategies depicted in Figure 2 represent the current state of the science and are subject to
change as new innovations are validated.
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Figure 2. Implementation Readiness of Diagnostic Safety Measurement Strategies

Note: Larger circles denote higher potential yield for cases that can inform systemwide learning and improvement. Measurement
strategies that are ready for implementation balance validity and yield (i.e., an estimate of the proportion of cases with diagnostic
errors that could lead to learning and improvement relative to measurement effort). The relative position of these methods will vary
according to local context; Figure 2 illustrates data sources for a typical healthcare organization equipped with an EHR and moderate
resources for quality and safety improvement.
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Table 3 presents a summary of the strategies and the factors affecting their use.
Table 3. Implementation Readiness of Diagnostic Safety Measurement Strategies
and Estimated Yield Relative to Effort

Measurement Strategy

Stage of
Development

Current Potential
Availability and/
or Accessibility of
Data Source

Estimated Yield
Relative to Effort

Review of solicited reports from patients

Exploratory

Low

Medium

Advanced data science methods using
EHR data (e.g., NLP)

Exploratory

Low

Very large

Mining administrative billing data

Exploratory

High

Very small

E-trigger enhanced chart review

Moderate

Moderate

Very large

Institutional peer review processes

Moderate

High

Medium

Morbidity and mortality conferences

Moderate

High

Medium

Review of solicited brief reports from
clinicians

Moderate

Moderate

Very large

Selective chart review of high-risk
cohorts

Mature

High

Large

Random chart review

Mature

High

Very small

Review of autopsy reports

Mature

Low

Large

Review of malpractice claims

Mature

High

Medium

Review of incident reports

Mature

High

Small

Based on what HCOs are learning, they could conduct additional activities related to quality improvement,
such as:
■ Better managing test results to make sure they are acted on,105
■ Conducting a self-assessment of reliability of communication and reporting of test results,106
■ Closing referral loops,107 and
■ Enhancing teamwork and communication with patients.108
Meanwhile, research should stimulate the development of more rigorous measures that are better correlated
with not just more timely and accurate diagnosis but also less preventable diagnostic harm.
For additional implementation and adoption, especially beyond measurement to inform institutional quality
improvement activities that we discuss in this brief, additional balance measures will need to be developed.
For example, measures that focus on underdiagnosis of a certain condition (stroke) may lead to overtesting
for that condition (magnetic resonance imaging on all patients with dizziness in primary or emergent care).
Thus, research efforts must continue to inform and strengthen the rigor of measurement.
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Other unintended consequences, including gaming and measure fatigue, may emerge from
implementing suboptimal and inadequately validated performance measures for public reporting,
performance incentives, or penalties. For measures to be used for accountability, they will first need to
be tested and validated and linked to improving suboptimal care or outcomes.109 This document and its
recommendations thus focus largely on measurement for improvement at the HCO level and not
measurement for accountability purposes.
In the long term, measures will need to be developed to address diagnostic excellence, defined in terms
of the ability to make a diagnosis using the fewest resources while maximizing patient experiences,
managing and communicating uncertainty to patients, and tolerating watchful waiting when unfocused
treatment may be harmful.110 As measurement methods evolve, they should address concepts such as
uncertainty and clinician calibration (the degree to which clinicians’ confidence in the accuracy of their
diagnostic decision making aligns with their actual accuracy111). Understanding and measuring these
concepts in the diagnostic safety equation is essential to optimize the balance between reducing overuse
and addressing underuse of diagnostic tests and other resources.112

Conclusion
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